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1 Centralized Content
By centralizing content and providing
universal access, users no longer
have to run around looking for specific
files in individual users’ laptops or
maybe teams’ shared portable drives.
Globally distributed teams also benefit
from the quick access to the content
they need while on the go, while IT
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3 Secured & Protected
Content
Arkki EVO ensures your files are
protected with controlled access,
versioning, and edit history. Beyond
user administration and content
access control, Arkki EVO also has a
rights management plugin that
ensures licensed content is protected
and fully controlled even outside your
organization.
4 Fast Efficient Search
Arkki EVO’s extremely flexible search
capability eliminates lengthy file
searches, enabling your users to work
intelligently. Its sophisticated data
structures and semantic search
engine let you search for assets
easily, not only by file names or date
or other basic information, but also by
categories, sub-categories, keywords,
and even custom metadata. And
because Arkki EVO organizes your
assets by correlating them through
deep graph structures, you can also
search based on context for related
content just as quickly.
5 Easy Sharing & Distribution
Sharing to other users or 3rd parties
is made easy with Arkki EVO. You can
share content with internal users,
team members, or even external
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6 Workflow Automation
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9 Increased Productivity
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7 Storage & Archive Management
With its Service Oriented Architecture,

could translate to lower costs and
shorter time-to-market.

Arkki EVO can be deployed
on-premises, in the cloud, or in a

10 Cost Savings / Reduction
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All these benefits translate to faster

groups and departments by reducing

processes, error/repetition reduction,

content duplication and fragmentation.

less unproductive time, and much
higher efficiency.
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